
 

 

Remarkable 

Robots 

RELAXING READING 

Talk to your children about the Iron 

Man (by Ted Hughes) at home.  

What can they remember about 

guided reading sessions?  Are they 

enjoying the text? 

 

ALL AROUND THE UK 

Research famous machines in our 

local area?  Do any local businesses 

use robots or other interesting 

machines?  Who has noticed the 

pile driver sound in the Yarmouth 

area at the moment for example?  

SUPER SCIENTIST 

We will be learning about rocks this half term.  We 

will look at the rock cycle and investigate the 

properties of rocks. We will also be looking at 

fossils.  Why not do a survey of the rocks in the 

local area?  The churchyard might be a good place 

to start. 

Summer 1 

This homework is 

optional.  Please choose 

an activity/activities if 

you would like to.  We 

would love to see what 

you have done so please 

bring it in to share with 

your class teacher. 

CLEVER CONVERSATION 

What robots would you like in your home?  

What jobs might they do?  What about your 

parents?  Would they like different robots to 

you? 

AMAZING ARTS 

Why not make yourself and Iron Man (or Iron 

Woman!) a costume?  What should it look 

like?  What features does it need?  What 

could you use to make it? 

 

WONDERFUL WRITING 

Why not make your own version of the Iron Man?  

Maybe it could be called the Iron Dog or the Iron 

Flower?  What adventures might your character 

have?   

ALL AROUND THE WORLD 

Research some amazing machines and robots 

from around the world.  I loved finding out about 

the Bagger 288 for example – what an amazing 

machine!   What examples can you find? 

 

MARVELOUS MATHS 

We will spend lots of time on fractions focusing 

on halves, quarters, and thirds.  Why not make a 

fraction wall or a fraction pizza to share with the 

rest of the class? 

LIFE SKILLS 

Be independent!  Remember you reading record and spelling book and please learn to tie your laces!  Also, think about how you can solve friendship problems 

independently through talking calmly with peers. 


